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The employment relationship – that between employer and employee – is at the
heart of capitalism and a core issue for public policy. Governments create rules,
policies and institutions within which employees and their representatives, and
employers and their representatives, operate. The interest to governments when
creating policy includes the form that bargaining takes, wage and employment
levels, the nature and effects of contracting and the rights of workers – much
of this boiling down to issues of power. In recent decades, major policy issues
have included the federal Labor government’s Prices and Incomes Accords in the
1980s and 1990s, the Coalition government’s ‘WorkChoices’ legislation, the shift
to enterprise bargaining, and developments in such areas as minimum wages and
pay equity. In this chapter we outline the matters at stake, the players, the policy
processes and some of the key issues.
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What’s at stake?
Central to policy decisions is the political ideology of the decision maker, and
the implications of that ideology for whose interests should prevail within the
employment relationship. Put simply, is the priority for government the interests of
business or the advancement of worker interests? Approaches to the management
of labour may be described as being ‘unitarist’ or ‘pluralist’ and these concepts are
manifested in policy and practice.
The imprecision of the employment relationship – the heart of capitalism
At the beginning of the employment relationship the worker agrees to sell their
labour to the employer in the form of an ongoing market transaction. However, it
is almost impossible for the contract of employment to specify everything that the
employee does in their work. In the service sector, where measurement of employee
output is harder, the imprecision of the employment relationship is especially high.
The power of capital and labour
The study of work and employment relations policy is also the study of power. The
groups and individuals with power are those who benefit most from policy making.
Public policy may also affect the power that various groups and individuals have.
The relative power of employers and unions at the workplace is not easy to
measure. A pluralist approach ‘accepts the rights of employers, employees and
unions to bargain over their separate interests’.1 It also recognises that the conflict
that occurs in the workplace is to be expected and managed. In a capitalist economy,
governments who wish to advance the interests of workers tend to create policy from
a pluralist perspective. Governments, seeking to implement a policy that protects
business interests, often adopt a unitarist perspective. This assumes that employers
and employees have the same objectives and any conflict that might occur in the
employment relationship is unusual. Unitarist policies often do not support the
existence of an independent umpire to provide arbitration of workplace disputes.
Conservative or ‘right-wing’ approaches of the state to industrial relations are often
associated with unitarist conceptions of this field. There are other perspectives on
employment relations (e.g. radical, Marxist, postmodern or feminist approaches)2
but these are analytical perspectives, sometimes also held by workers, but not by
employers and rarely by government.
Governments, regardless of whether they espouse a unitarist or pluralist
perspective, claim to be interested in improved economic outcomes. This is an
objective that can appeal to everyone, and productivity growth, for example, affects
1 Alexander, Lewer and Gahan 2008, 22.
2 Peetz 2019.
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the level of resources available to distribute to capital and labour. However, there
is no agreement about how improved economic outcomes should be achieved,
and this objective is often just a guise for realigning the balance of power in the
workplace. Where policies, for example, support capital at the expense of labour,
they are more likely to entrench inequality. With unions being formally tied to
the Australian Labour Party (ALP), Coalition parties have long sought to discredit
the ALP through reducing the credibility of unions. Indeed, the conflict between
capital and labour is the core conflict within capitalism, so it should not surprise
us that it is also central to political conflict in Australia, though usually it is not
articulated this way.3 It is, though, common to think of and depict people, interest
groups or parties as being somewhere on a spectrum from ‘left’ (pro-labour) to
‘right’ (pro-capital). It is an idea that voters somehow manage to relate to in survey
questions, and surveys over the past two decades using this measure have detected a
gradual leftward shift, from the right towards the centre, in people’s self-assessment
of their political positioning.4
How the system works
Patterns of policy need not reflect patterns of public opinion. The ideology of
people in positions of power, the organisational ability of interest groups and the
nature of the institutional framework all shape the direction of policy and may do
so contrary to directions in public opinion.
There are three parties (groups) with a particular interest in the employment
relationship:
• employees and their representatives (commonly unions)
• employers and their representatives (employer associations)
• the state.
Each affects rule-making associated with the employment relationship.
Unions
The shape of the union movement today reflects how unions have developed over
the past 100 years. The trade union movement enables workers to act collectively, to
influence policy decisions affecting workplaces, and enables workplace negotiations
on pay and conditions of work.
The focus of trade unions is on the needs of members. However, their involve-
ment in decision making is not limited to the workplace level – it can also be seen
in their involvement in the community and in political lobbying. The Australian
3 Peetz 2018.
4 McAllister and Cameron 2014.
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Figure 1 Union density. Source: ABS Cat. No. 6310.0, 6323.0, 6325.0, 6333.0.
Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) has been the sole peak body for unions since
the early 1980s, and it undertakes broad political and policy-based work as part of
its activities. It has initiated various equal pay and other wage cases to the body
now called the Fair Work Commission (FWC), and lobbied or negotiated with
governments. Outcomes achieved over many years include ‘occupational health
and safety laws, annual holidays legislation, superannuation, Medicare, the award
system, penalty rates for overtime and weekend work, and workplace amenities’.5
Under conciliation and arbitration, union density (the share of employees who
are members of a union) went from 6 per cent in 1901 to around 60 per cent by the
early 1950s.6 From the 1980s, union density declined (see Figure 1), beginning with
structural changes in the economy that favoured industries and occupations with
low density but were not met with effective union responses, such as organising in
new areas.7
In the 1990s, unions began a process of large-scale amalgamations to capitalise
on economies of scale, but union density continued to decrease in the face of attacks
by employers and various state and national governments. With the move to
enterprise bargaining, the focus of industrial relations shifted to the workplace, but
this was a level at which unions were often weakly organised, after focusing for many
5 Balnave et al. 2009, 126.
6 Gahan, Pekarek and Nicholson 2018; Peetz and Bailey 2012.
7 Peetz and Bailey 2012, 529.
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years on advocacy in tribunals and action in a small number of ‘hot spots’. By 2018
density was around 15 per cent and, with a delay, collective bargaining also declined.8
Employers and employer associations
Employers also form collective organisations. Employer associations are often
regarded as the equivalent of unions for employers. Moreover, employers of most
people are themselves corporations, which are collectives of capital. Thus, employer
associations are industry-based collectives of collectives, formed to counter the
associational power of unions.
The roles of employer associations vary, depending on the way they developed
and the industry or region in which they traditionally operated. These roles have
evolved through amalgamations, but have largely centred around the representation
of political parties and developing responses to industry or national issues raised
by unions. Their activities have changed as employment relations has become
increasingly decentralised. They may provide services to their members to assist
specifically with managing their employment relations issues.
The state
The term ‘state’ is used here to describe the various institutions used to regulate the
employment relationship. These institutions include the legislature, executive and
judiciary. The legislature consists of the parliament and is responsible for creating
legislation. The judiciary interprets and applies legislation and can be responsible
for ensuring that the executive and legislature act within the Constitution. The
executive consists of the elected government as well as the various institutions that
form part of the public bureaucracy.
The state’s role has substantially varied over time. For most of the 20th century,
Australian industrial relations operated within the conciliation and arbitration
system. That system originated in the 1890s, before the nation was federated, in
response to bitter and costly disputes in several industries. Unions had strongly,
but unsuccessfully, resisted cuts to wages and conditions. Employers had been
unwilling to participate in voluntary conciliation or arbitration, and bloodshed had
occurred when employers, workers and law enforcement clashed.
By 1904, federal legislation was introduced to formally regulate and provide
a system for the negotiation of workers’ wages and conditions, and unions were
recognised as registered entities. This centralised system of multilateral rule-
making involved trade unions as representatives of workers, employer associations
representing employers, and the industrial labour courts and tribunals. Federal
and state governments did not directly determine labour standards at this time,9
8 Gahan, Pekarek and Nicholson 2018.
9 McCallum 2011.
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but they did regulate some internal affairs of unions and employer associations, as
these were part of the system (some saw them as virtually an arm of the state10).
Tribunal decisions around wages and conditions became binding, and the details
were contained within instruments known as ‘awards’.
The central agency, originally the Conciliation and Arbitration Court, was split
in the 1950s into a court and a tribunal. The latter, the Australian Conciliation
and Arbitration Commission (ACAC), became the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission (AIRC) and then Fair Work Australia (subsequently the FWC). In the
long run, the decisions of the tribunals, although often contested, appeared to be
similar to outcomes that the market would have delivered, apart from a tendency to
produce a more egalitarian distribution of earnings, which also included progress
towards equal pay for women.11
At the parliamentary level, there are deep divisions between the major political
parties. In some ways these parties are the political manifestation of capital and
labour. The unions created the ALP, and still have a formal role in it, though there
are often wide political gulfs between them. The Liberal Party was established in
the 1940s in an attempt to reorganise the then non-Labor parties (i.e. the parties of
capital) to better fight the ALP, then in government. Its creation was facilitated by
the newly established Institute of Public Affairs.
Elements determining pay and conditions
The legal ‘safety net’ for employees – the minimum conditions which should govern
their work – has several components: a minimum wage, National Employment
Standards (NES) set out in the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth), and modern awards. On
top of these sit, for a substantial minority of workers, enterprise agreements.
The minimum wage is set by the Fair Work Commission’s Expert Panel, taking
effect from 1 July each year. The National Employment Standards are required
by law to be provided to all employees. The NES and minimum wage applies to
all employees as a ‘bottom floor’ set of minimum conditions. The NES includes
provisions regarding:
• maximum weekly hours
• requests for flexible working arrangements
• parental leave and related entitlements
• annual leave
• personal/carer’s leave, compassionate leave, and family and domestic violence
leave
• community service leave
• long-service leave
• public holidays
10 For example, Howard 1977.
11 Peetz 2016a.
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• notice of termination and redundancy pay
• provision of a fair work information statement to employees.12
Although seemingly detailed and prescriptive, there are loopholes in some of these
provisions, so it is not as robust a list as it might initially appear. Employees who
are employed under a modern award are entitled to minimum pay and other
conditions outlined in the relevant award. Where an organisation has negotiated
an enterprise agreement, pay and conditions for employees will be outlined in
the enterprise agreement, which can be different to the award but should leave
employees better off overall than if they were employed under the award. In
addition, employees and employers may negotiate an individual flexibility
arrangement (IFA) that can be used to implement more flexible work practices,
particularly on hours of work. An IFA, in theory, cannot be used to erode the
minimum rights of employees. Again, the employee should be better off overall
when compared to the modern award or enterprise agreement that the IFA varies.
Modern awards protect a number of entitlements and these can include:
• minimum wages
• types of employment (e.g. full-time, part-time or casual)
• overtime and penalty rates
• work arrangements (e.g. rostering or variations to working hours)
• annual wage or salary arrangements
• allowances (e.g. for employees required to clean their uniform)
• annual leave loading and arrangements for taking leave
• superannuation
• procedures for consultation, representation and dispute settlement.13
Most modern awards are based on a designated industry or an occupation within
a group of industries of employment. A miscellaneous award attempts to cover all
remaining workers. Any who might not be covered, however, are still entitled to the
minimum wage and the NES.14
The federal dimension
Federal industrial legislation in the 20th century relied on varied parts of the
Constitution. Principally, the conciliation and arbitration power in section 51(xxxv)
of the Constitution was used to encourage the settlement of disputes through
bargaining at the enterprise level. Residual powers rest with the states, so at times
30 to 40 per cent of Australian employees were under state awards. While, in 1993,
the external affairs power (section 51[xxix]) was used to provide for redress against
unfair dismissal and unequal remuneration between men and women, this was
12 Fair Work Ombudsman 2018a.
13 Fair Work Ombudsman 2018b, 4–5.
14 Fair Work Ombudsman 2018b, 4–5.
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historically unusual. That year, the corporations power (section 51[xx]) was used
to allow the negotiation of enterprise flexibility agreements between incorporated
employers and groups of employees without any representation by trade unions
or employer associations. This use was widened in 2005 to form the basis for the
entirety of the Howard government’s ‘WorkChoices’ legislation. The High Court
validated this, and so responsibility for most industrial relations matters moved
from the states to the federal government. To make this work, it was still necessary
for the states to refer power on non-corporate employers to the federal government,
which all states except Western Australia did. Most states retained the responsibility
for their own employees (such as state employed teachers and nurses).
After that time, much of the WorkChoices legislation was wound back
(especially regarding dismissal and individual contracts), and the Fair Work Act
2009 that replaced it has itself been amended several times, albeit in mostly minor
ways. Regardless, the federal government has largely maintained responsibility for
industrial relations.
Issues
We now turn to policy matters that have featured in political debates in recent
Australian history. These include matters concerning wages policy, collectivism and
individualism, union power and industrial conflict.
Wages policy, ‘the Accord’ and enterprise bargaining
Through the first half of the 20th century, awards became central to setting pay and
conditions. They provided a framework for employers to adhere to for rewarding
employees with wages and conditions of employment in return for their work
effort. The award system was seen as offering stability to the economy and perhaps
restraining strike activity. The number of awards grew as they covered an increasing
range of industries. The number of award conditions contained within awards also
grew.
However, by the late 1970s to early 1980s, economic circumstances were
complex and changing. Most countries were experiencing simultaneous high
inflation and unemployment. In 1983, the ALP introduced the Prices and Incomes
Accord, more commonly referred to as ‘the Accord’, that had been negotiated with
the ACTU. It was a system of highly centralised wage determination and a means
by which state intervention restructured the industrial relations system. The main
logic was for labour to co-operate with the state to reduce both unemployment
and inflation, through wage restraint (at or below inflation) supported by social
expenditures such as the introduction of Medicare and tax cuts.15 A secondary
15 Dabscheck 1989; Hancock 2016; Willis and Wilson 2000.
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logic was for labour to co-operate with corporate management in finding ways of
improving productivity at the workplace level. The Accord was renegotiated several
times.
By 1991, employers, unions and the Labor government had all decided, for
varying reasons, to move away from centralised wage fixing, and this was reflected
in Accord Mark V. In the April 1991 National Wage case, the arguments of the
parties for this move to ‘enterprise bargaining’ (EB) were rejected by the AIRC,
but by October 1991 it reluctantly endorsed the move.16 This was backed by 1992
legislation reducing the AIRC’s capacity to reject certified agreements and by
wholesale legislative changes in 1993 (the Industrial Relations Reform Act 1993
[Cth]).17 These formally established a right to strike in negotiation of a new
enterprise bargaining agreement (EBA) – but nothing else – whereas previously,
strikes had occurred in a legal grey zone with few restrictions. EBAs had to satisfy a
‘no disadvantage’ test, meaning workers on them should be no worse off than they
would be under awards.
With decreasing involvement in workplace matters, the role of the AIRC shifted
to maintaining an appropriate safety net of minimum award wages and conditions.
Changes in the safety net were meant to take account of inflationary pressures, the
level of workforce participation and productivity growth, industrial action, broader
social objectives and community expectations of fairness.
After 1996, when the Coalition government came to office, the Accord ended.
The inherently difficult circumstances of people who relied on award wages at
or near the minimum wage led unions to lodge ‘Living Wage’ claims, seeking a
large increase in minimum and award wages to deal with the problems facing the
low paid, albeit with little success. While increases in award minimum rates may
presently be above growth in the Consumer Price Index,18 wage growth overall in
2018 was historically at very low rates in Australia and overseas.19
Pay equity
The concept of equity is concerned with fairness, derived from social justice
principles of equal rights and access to, and full participation in, society. The
difference between high and low wage earners is one aspect of pay equity. While
a minimum wage aims to provide some standard of living to safeguard against
poverty,20 other inequities may persist due to other historical, systemic and social
factors. For example, the 1907 Harvester court decision set the male basic wage to
support a wife and five children.21 This social norm of the time viewed the male
16 Willis and Wilson 2000.
17 Pekarek et al. 2017.
18 Oliver and Yu 2018.
19 Gahan, Pekarek and Nicholson 2018; Stewart, Stanford and Hardy 2018.
20 Brown 2011.
21 Ex parte H.V. McKay (1907) 2 CAR 1 (Harvester).
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as the worker and the female as the homemaker. This has been seen as reflec-
ting a breadwinner/homemaker model, and perpetuating gender discrimination,
manifesting in the issue of the gender pay gap.
Even after explicit pay discrimination based on gender was ended by the ACAC,
traditionally male forms of work such as manual and heavy work have attracted
a higher value than female forms of work, which embodied ‘softer’ skills, in
occupations like nursing or child care. Whitehouse and Rooney22 highlight the
undervaluation of work performed by women, and Baird23 reinforces this view,
citing that our industrial relations system has had an ‘uncomfortably ambivalent
relationship’ to women, casting women as either ‘ungendered’ workers (or
equivalent to the male worker ideal type), or the ‘other’ type of worker (encumbered
with care responsibilities outside of work). While this undervaluation affects
specific jobs, other systemic biases also damage a woman’s position. For example,
a policy focusing on promotion linked to length of service may inadvertently
discriminate against women, due to the taking of maternity leave.
Individualism and collectivism
One of the key left–right differences in industrial relations policy is the emphasis on
collectivism versus individualism. For example, statutorily providing for individual
contracts, known as Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs), was a focus of
amendments to federal legislation of the Howard Coalition government, through
the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth). Lack of control in the Senate saw a watering
down of the Coalition’s original intentions.24 However, this changed in 2005 when
the Coalition gained control of the Senate and enacted the Workplace Relations
Amendment (WorkChoices) Act 2005 (Cth), more commonly known as the
‘WorkChoices’ legislation.
The powers of the AIRC were further limited. WorkChoices gave AWAs
supremacy over EB agreements or awards, and moved the role of fixing minimum
wages and casual loadings to the Australian Fair Pay Commission (AFPC). Only
five minimum working conditions needed to be included in awards and AWAs.
The ‘no disadvantage’ test was abolished.25 AWAs frequently reduced penalty rates
(wage premiums for anti-social working hours), overtime and shift allowances.
Small and medium businesses (with less than 101 employees) became exempt from
unfair dismissal laws, giving employers ‘greater freedom over the terms of which
they can hire and fire workers’.26 There were publicised examples of people given a
choice between a pay cut and losing their job.27
22 Whitehouse and Rooney 2011.
23 Baird 2016, 85.
24 McCallum 2011; Stewart 2016.
25 McCallum 2011; Stewart 2016.
26 Stewart and Williams 2007, 33.
27 Peetz 2007.
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The issue was central to the 2007 federal election. The unions’ ‘Your Rights @
Work’ (YRAW) campaign substantially helped the ALP return to power at the 2007
election.28 The ALP subsequently reinstated unfair dismissal protections and phased
out AWAs. Its Fair Work Act 2009 re-established the integrity of awards, with some
changes, in particular a reduction in their number and overlap and an increase in
their ability to be varied at the workplace level by ‘agreement’ – hence the new term
‘modern awards’.29 It replaced the AIRC with Fair Work Australia (FWA) – it was, after
all, the ‘Fair Work Act’ – and replaced or renamed several other Coalition-established
institutions. However, not all aspects of WorkChoices were changed. Unions did not
achieve full reinstatement of workplace entry rights.30 In addition, industrial action
by trade unions remained unlawful in many contexts, and requirements for a secret
ballot were modified but largely retained. Good faith bargaining requirements were
introduced for negotiating EB agreements (section 228 of the Fair Work Act 2009). The
Fair Work Act 2009 reintroduced a stronger version of the ‘no disadvantage’ test called
the ‘better off overall’ test, or ‘BOOT’,31 designed to ensure that a worker is better off
overall under an agreement when compared to the equivalent industry award. The ten
minimum NES conditions, discussed earlier in this chapter, must be satisfied. The ALP
also initiated a process leading to the introduction of universal paid parental leave.
Flexibility and insecurity
The basic architecture of the Fair Work Act 2009 had, by 2019, changed little
since its introduction, despite six years of Coalition government from 2013. The
Coalition found it difficult to get radical changes through the Senate, and a broader
agenda had been stymied since 2008, by the 2007 election result.
Nonetheless, pressures for change continued, because of the ongoing employer
urge for flexibility since the Accord days. It was usually controversial because
increased flexibility for employers would be mirrored in increased insecurity for
employees. Over the period from 2013, matters affecting pay and conditions
became controversial, because of actions of institutions promoting flexibility. The
FWC in 2017 decided to reduce Sunday penalty rates in retail and hospitality,
following employer submissions focusing on the need for greater flexibility in those
industries and the employment opportunities it would allegedly create, a report by
the Productivity Commission that made similar recommendations and statements
from individual Coalition politicians favouring such a cut.32
The issue was particularly salient because of its impact on low-income workers
and, implicitly, the potential for eventual flow-on to other workers. Soon, ‘insecurity’
became a major issue, with unions focusing on high rates of casualisation, labour
28 Cooper 2016; Muir and Peetz 2010.
29 Bukarica and Dallas 2012; Stewart 2016.
30 Muir and Peetz 2010.
31 Bukarica and Dallas 2012; Cooper and Ellem 2011.
32 Kaine and Boersma 2018; Oliver and Yu 2018; Peetz 2016b.
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hire, franchise employment, the use of ‘independent’ contractors, and continuing
growth in underemployment, with academic attention focusing on several of these
issues.33 The emergence of changing business models and the growth of the
‘platform’ or ‘gig’ economy heightened focus on these issues.34 As such, individual
jurisdictions have introduced legislation aimed at specific issues such as labour hire
or occupational health and safety.35
Unions and industrial conflict
Despite lower density, unions attract a lot of political attention. This is because they
still wield considerable political mobilising ability (few other union movements
would be able to claim the impact Australian unions’ 2007 YRAW campaign had on
an election result), they are the largest organised part of civil society, and they are
formally linked to the Coalition’s political enemy, the ALP. Their influence on Labor
in government is much less now, however, with the relationship having shifted from
one of being an ‘equal player’ during the Accord years, to that of an ‘interest group’
in political negotiations over the Fair Work Act 2009.
After losing status during the WorkChoices years, unions are again recognised
as bargaining representatives within collective bargaining processes, under the Fair
Work Act 2009,36 but both union internal affairs and the undertaking of industrial
conflict are regulated in extensive detail, especially by comparison with almost all
other industrialised nations. The level of industrial conflict has been much lower in
recent years than in the 20th century (see Figure 2).
The government as employer
A quite different aspect of industrial relations public policy is the government’s
role as employer. Sometimes it has led the way in advancing labour interests –
for example, the Whitlam Labor government took a ‘pace setter’ role in increasing
annual leave and introducing maternity leave. As public sector work is highly
regulated, the gender pay gap is lower in the public sector than in the private
sector.37 On the other hand, public sector employers also experience the budgetary
cost of wage increases, and so governments at the federal and state level, both
Coalition and ALP, may impose caps on negotiated wage increases or even attempt
to reduce conditions, leading at times to major industrial action.38
33 Campbell and Burgess 2018, 51; Healy, Nicholson and Pekarek 2017.
34 Healy, Nicholson and Pekarek 2017; Lansbury 2018.
35 Rawling and Schofield-Georgeson 2018.
36 Bukarica and Dallas 2012.
37 Kaine and Boersma 2018; Peetz and Murray 2017.
38 Gahan, Pekarek and Nicholson 2018.
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Figure 2 Working days lost per 1000 employees. Source: ABS Cat. No. 6321.0; RBA 1997, table 4.21.
Conclusions
Most public policy in industrial relations, particularly since the 1990s, has been
driven by two things: political ideology and each political party’s perception of what
the political environment will permit. For the ALP, there is an urge to improve the
position of labour (and no love of ‘the big end of town’), but it is constrained by
what it considers the business sector and the media will accept. For the Coalition,
there is an urge to improve the position of capital (and no love of unions), but it is
constrained by what it considers the electorate will allow.
Although all areas of public policy are influenced by ideology and politics, this
phenomenon is particularly marked in industrial relations policy. While ‘evidence-
based policy’ may be a phrase that haunts many other areas of public policy, its
ghost is barely evident here.
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